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Hallador flags financial concern
Illinois basin coal producer Hallador Energy’s finances have
been strained in recent months by legacy contracts and higher
operational costs even as coal prices and demand remain at
the highest levels in years.
The company violated the debt leverage covenant in its
credit agreement in the first quarter and “could be in violation
of financial covenants in future quarters, which management
determined raises substantial doubt about the company’s ability to continue as a going concern,” Hallador said in its first
quarter financial filing with the US Securities and Exchange
Commission yesterday. But the company is hopeful its finances
will improve.
Last quarter, “Hallador was in the unfortunate position of
having its sales price hedged, so we could not take advantage
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*The mid-sulfur spread is the discount for 3% typical sulfur coal fob New Orleans
to coal with less than 1pc sulfur. The high-sulfur spread is between petroleum coke
with 4.5% and 6.5% sulfur.
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of significantly higher market prices, while our input costs
increased significantly year over year due to supply disruption and inflationary pressure,” Hallador said. The company’s
productivity was also “low” during the quarter as it hired and
trained new workers.
Hallador produced just under 1.4mn short tons (1.3mn
metric tonnes) of coal in the first quarter at an average cost
of $39.54/st, compared with 1.59mn st produced at a cost of
$28.88/st a year earlier. Company sales rose to 1.38mn st at an
average realized price of $41.40/st from 1.17mn st produced at
a sales price of $39.08/st in the same period of 2021.
But the increase in operating costs dragged first quarter
results down to a $10.1mn loss. And the company's ratio of
debt to adjusted earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation
and amortization (EBITDA) climbed to 3.03:1 for the 12 months
ended on 31 March. That was just above the maximum 3:1
ratio required in Hallador's previous credit agreements.
The company said yesterday it amended its credit agreement on 20 May to ease the debt to EBITDA requirement for
the first and second quarters of this year and to allow Hallador
to take on as much as $50mn in debt.
Hallador plans to continue discussions with lenders regarding covenants for future quarters “if our other plans do not
materialize.”
Hallador also increased mining productivity by 20pc in April
and May. And it has modified some existing sale contracts to
yield higher average sales prices for the balance of this year
through 2025.
“As the sales market is the strongest it has been in decades, we anticipate negotiating additional price increases for
2022-2023 later in the year,” the company said.
Hallador expects to ship 6.5mn-7mn st this year, which is
roughly in line with what it projected in March.
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The company has 5.7mn st under contract to ship from 1
April through 31 December 2022 at an average $41.30/st. It
also has 5.6mn st committed for 2023 at $45.10/st and 6.8mn
st for 2024-27. In March, Hallador reported having 6.8mn st
under contract to ship all of this year at an average $39.81/st,
5.3mn st in 2023 at $43.10/st and 6.3mn st for 2024-27.
The company also has seen some improvements in production costs this quarter, which along with the expected price
increase, should bring profit margins closer to historic norms in
June, it said.

Announcement
Argus successfully completes annual Iosco assurance review
Argus has completed the ninth external assurance review of its price benchmarks covering crude oil, products, LPG, petrochemicals, biofuels, thermal coal, coking coal, iron ore, steel, natural gas and biomass benchmarks. The review was carried
out by professional services firm PwC. Annual independent, external reviews of oil benchmarks are required by international
regulatory group Iosco’s Principles for Oil Price Reporting Agencies, and Iosco encourages extension of the reviews to non-oil
benchmarks. For more information and to download the review visit our website https://www.argusmedia.com/en/about-us/
governance-compliance
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Hallador also expects to get a price boost from price
reopener discussions next year. About 25pc of the company’s
expected production is in contracts that will be renegotiated
in 2023. Hallador expects to ship that output to the Merom
power plant, which it is in the process of buying from Hoosier
Energy, “as this is our highest value use of these tons.” But the
company could sell the volumes in the spot market for more
than $50/st, it said.
The company expects to close on its purchase of the
Merom plant in the third quarter of this year.
By Courtney Schlisserman

Market summary
Prices mostly unchanged in limited trading
US thermal coal prices were mostly unchanged in over-thecounter markets as trading activity remained limited.
Powder River basin (PRB) and Illinois basin prices were flat
with Monday's assessments almost across the board. Prompt
month PRB coal held unchanged at $16.15/short ton and Illinois
basin was $134/st.
Central Appalachian coal markets moved in mixed direction. Prompt month through fourth quarter 2022 CSX rail-originated coal with 12,500 Btu/lb was unchanged at $150-$137.50/
st. But 2023 and 2024 prices rose by as much as $5/st, narrowing the premium 2022 shipments hold over later terms.
And the premium CSX 12,500 Btu/lb coal holds to the CSX
12,000 Btu/lb market widened slightly reflecting tight supply
and elevated prices.
Other energy markets moved in mixed direction today.
US natural gas futures inched higher on robust demand and
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By the numbers
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low inventories. Nymex gas for prompt month delivery at the
Henry Hub rose by 5.2¢/mmBtu, or 0.6pc, to settle at $8.796/
mmBtu, a 13-year high. The 12-month strip increased by 0.4pc
to $8.045/mmBtu, while the 2023-calendar strip was up by
1.2pc to $5.872/mmBtu.
Meanwhile, seaborne coal prices fell. Prompt two-month
deliveries of 6,000 kcal/kg coal to Europe fell for a second day,
to $327.08/metric tonne cif Amsterdam-Rotterdam-Antwerp
from $346.45/t on Monday.

News
Atlantic hurricane season to top normal: NOAA
This year’s Atlantic hurricane season is set to be above normal, according to the US’ National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), although the expected frequency is
broadly in line with a year earlier and below 2020's near-record
number.
There is a 65pc chance that the 1 June-30 November
season will be above normal, and a 10pc chance for a below
normal season, the NOAA said, adding that it foresees 14-21
named storms and 6-10 hurricanes, of which 3-6 would evolve
into major hurricanes — classed as category 3, 4 or 5 storms.
But this range is similar to a year earlier, with 2021 bringing 21 named storms, including seven hurricanes, of which four
became major hurricanes. Last year marked a sixth consecutive year of above normal activity, according to NOAA. This
frequency of hurricanes in 2021 was less than in 2020, during
which 30 storms were named, with 14 becoming hurricanes —
the second-highest number on record — and a further seven
evolving into major hurricanes.
The ongoing La Nina weather phenomenon, which NOAA
expects to continue throughout the hurricane season this
year, together with above-average sea surface temperatures in
the Atlantic and Caribbean Sea, and weaker tropical Atlantic
trade winds, have lifted the administration’s expectations for
greater hurricane activity this year. And an enhanced west
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African monsoon this year — which typically supports stronger
African Easterly Waves (AEWs) — further informs the outlook,
with AEWs seeding many of the hurricanes with the greatest
strength and longevity, according to NOAA.
An outlook published in April from Colorado State University (CSU) also predicted an active 2022 season, citing higher
sea temperatures as well.
US Gulf storm activity has had a more muted effect on oil
and natural gas prices over the last several years as onshore
activity increased, acting as a buffer for offshore wells. But
expectations for an above-average Atlantic hurricane season
this year adds to the risk of disruptions to production, imports
and exports of most commodities.
In 2021 Hurricane Ida damaged a major offshore crude
pipeline system, for example, and took numerous refineries
and petrochemical plants offline. The region’s natural gas liquefaction terminals saw limited downtime in 2021, but in 2020
both the 33mn t/yr Sabine Pass and 15mn t/yr Cameron LNG
export facilities in Louisiana experienced prolonged shutdowns
resulting from damage to the terminals themselves and the
wider power supply network.
NOAA will update its 2022 Atlantic seasonal outlook in
early August, ahead of the historical peak of the hurricane
season.
By Samuel Good and Taylor Zavala

West Virginia pressures AEP to run coal plants
West Virginia regulators directed American Electric Power
(AEP) to plan on using its coal-fired power plants rather than
rely on power purchases through the PJM Interconnection
energy market.
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In a recent order, the West Virginia Public Service Commission (PSC) expressed concern about AEP subsidiaries Appalachian Power and Wheeling Power "over-relying on PJM energy
market purchases in lieu of planning for maximum self-generation through utilization of the capacity they own, and which
customers are paying for, at the John Amos, Mountaineer and
Mitchell power plants.” It said the cost of buying power will
likely exceed the cost of self-generation, even at increased
coal prices, because natural gas futures, which set the PJM
energy market, are holding at multi-year highs.
The order is connected to a rate adjustment case that the
PSC reopened amid higher energy costs and “excessive underrecovery” of revenue by AEP subsidiaries Appalachian Power
and Wheeling Power. The initial order, in September 2021,
tried to encourage self-generation by directing AEP to run the
plants at a 69pc capacity factor.
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But company officials said running the plants at that rate
was impossible because of surging fossil fuel prices, low coal
stockpiles and supply constraints. When AEP submitted a solicitation for coal supply in September, it received no offers for
2021 supply and limited offers for 2022 deliveries.
The PSC argued though that the utilities should have been
more concerned when gas prices started climbing in late 2020.
"When it became apparent that rising gas prices were going
to lead to more and more hours when PJM market prices would
exceed the cost of self-generation, the companies should have
been more aggressive both in building fuel supply inventory
and bidding to maximize their generation plant utilization," the
order said.
The commission also ordered its staff to review Appalachian Power and Wheeling Power's fuel purchasing practices,
coal plant use and reliance on power purchases, which is
"producing unreasonable cost levels."
“It is clear that the companies’ fuel supply planning and
over-reliance on market purchases are self-inflicted wounds,"
the PSC said.
It added that it needs more information to determine
whether those wounds resulted from "imprudent decisions."
Appalachian Power could not be immediately reached for
comment.
The PSC granted an increase to produce $93mn in additional revenue "to attempt to prevent future rate shock for
customers" should the costs be determined to be prudent."
The commission said it is not yet ready to determine how
much, if any, of the excessive costs should be disallowed or
deferred for consideration of future recovery.
By Nick Georgiou

Colombia qualifies firms to bid for Prodeco assets
The Colombian government has qualified seven companies to
participate in the Prodeco auction tomorrow, according to
mining regulator ANM.
Drummond, Colombia’s largest coal producer, and statecontrolled Colombian Natural Resources, are among the firms
participating in the auction to secure the coal titles, according to ANM’s resolutions reviewed by Argus. Drummond, CNR
and Prodeco all have coal operations in the Caribbean Cesar
province — CNR appears qualified twice under separate CNR
entities.
Other companies listed as “qualified” include Milpa, Colombia’s largest metallurgical coke producer, and Consorcio Cyprus
Latam, which qualified on May 5. Milpa, which plans to export
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800,000t of metallurgical coke in 2022, declined to confirm
the information, while there is no available information on
Cyprus Latam.
Canadian GranColombianGold, a company that produces
gold and silver in Colombia, was also qualified to participate.
ANM explained that companies ranked as “type C” can
participate in the auction.
“The qualification process is independent of the bidding
process, so all those who are qualified type C… can participate. The only restriction is that they must be enabled as type
C since the coal areas are classified as type C due to their
maturity,” ANM said.
Valleduper Colombia and Mineros Alluvial were also qualified to participate in the auction. Mineros Alluvial is a unit of
Colombia’s largest gold miner, Mineros, based in Medellin.
After the auction, companies will have several days to
place counter-bids. ANM expects to award the areas by July.
Drummond is the only company that has sufficient equipment to start production in Prodeco in the very short term,
Alfredo Coronado, mining adviser to the Cesar governorate,
told Argus.
CNR still has some equipment in Cesar but it is being used
to run the company's existing operations, Coronado added.
Colombia's tender has attracted strong interest amid tight
supply and elevated coal prices, particularly given moves from
European and some other buyers to pivot away from Russian
coal amid the Ukraine conflict, minister of mines and energy
Diego Mesa said. On 7 April, German chancellor Olaf Scholz
called Colombian president Ivan Duque seeking coal, Mesa
said.
Prodeco was among Colombia's largest coal producers until
it suspended most of its operations in the middle of 2020. In
2019, it mined 14mn t from the three licences up for auction,
according to ANM.
The licences "are areas ready to start producing immediately because they have all the assets, access to the port and
the train", Mesa said.
The mines are close to the Fenoco railway, which runs to
Glencore's Puerto Nuevo export terminal.

Canada to collect more rail metrics data
Canadian regulators want to expand and adjust collection of
rail metrics data to provide more visibility on railroad service
and performance.
The proposed amendments to the Transportation Information Regulations would require Class I railroads to report
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additional data to Transport Canada focused on waybill,
traffic, service and performance information. The plan would
also modify some existing metrics data reporting, which was
implemented in 2018 as part of the Transportation Modernization Act.
“Having access to more detailed service and performance
information for Canada’s rail sector would contribute to even
more productive exchanges among supply chain members, as
they work to move Canadian goods in support of Canada’s future economic success,” Canadian minister of transport Omar
Alghabra said.
The US Surface Transportation Board (STB) has been considering ordering Class I railroads to supply more metrics data
as it works on ways to resolve the ongoing service crisis. The
agency on 6 May ordered some railroads to file service recovery plans as well as additional metrics data on a weekly basis
for the next six months.
The Canadian data changes are intended to “significantly
improve the service and performance indicators, while also
reducing the amount of data that must be reported by smaller
Class I railroads, Transport Canada said. The regulations
cover all of the US Class I railroads except Kansas City Southern (KCS), which for now does not operate in Canada. KCS is
merging with Canadian Pacific (CP) to create a single railroad
stretching from Canada to Mexico.
“Significant gaps” in public reporting persist, Transport
Canada said. The amount of data shared by railroads on a voluntary basis is limited because of a lack of competitive market
pressures.
New weekly service indicators have been proposed to develop an end-to-end view of the Canadian rail network to add
relevant geographic, commodity and car-type details.
Some of the metrics data will focus on petroleum products, fertilizers, coal, petroleum coke and metals.
The proposed indicators have been broken into four categories.
First mile and last mile performance indicators will provide
information about the timely movement of loaded railcars
from origin. Data will track information such as the average
time cars are held from when a shipper releases a loaded car
to a railroad and when the carrier actually picks it up.
En route performance indicators will shed light on how
quickly loaded and empty cars are moving from origin to destination. Data to be reported includes the daily average number
of loaded cars that have left their origin and are not moving at
some point on their journey.
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Asset indicators will provide information on rail assets and
how they are used in order to shed light on railroad fluidity and timeliness. Data will track information such as the
daily average number of loaded railcars on line as well as the
number locomotives on line, in service and not functioning.
Transport Canada also wants to collect data on the number
of locomotive engineers and conductors that are available to
move traffic.
By Abby Caplan

US adds clean energy at record 1Q pace
The US added renewable power and energy storage at a record
first-quarter clip, even as the sector braces for more project
delays, according to a new industry report.
The country added 6,619MW of utility-scale wind, solar and
energy storage capacity to open 2022, according to the latest
quarterly update from the American Clean Power Association
(ACP) trade group. Capacity additions rose by 11.5pc from January-March 2021 and were the strongest opening three months
of a year for the US clean energy sector as a whole. The new
capacity is enough to meet the needs 1.4mn households.
The US added 2,997MW of solar, up by 11pc from a year
earlier, while wind additions of 2,865MW were down by 3pc
from the first quarter last year. Growth in battery storage
increased by 173pc relative to last year's first quarter, adding
758MW in the first three months of 2022.
The January-March additions put collective US clean energy
capacity at 207,992MW. Onshore wind remains the largest
contributor with 138,629MW. Solar and storage capacities combined are about half of wind's installed capacity at 63,833MW
and 5,488MW, respectively.
Amid the record growth, developers in the quarter delayed
an almost equal amount of new capacity at 6,576MW, putting
total postponed capacity at around 14,800MW. On average,
these projects have pushed their expected operational dates
back by seven months.
Lingering supply chain disruptions, alongside trade and tariff concerns, have left the fates of these projects unclear. ACP
said the delays were likely driven by "major challenges facing
the solar industry," with photovoltaic projects accounting for
60pc of first-quarter setbacks and 58pc of total delays. Wind
and storage account for the remaining 31pc and 11pc, respectively, of total postponements.
US solar developers are dealing with a Department of Commerce investigation into whether solar imports from Cambodia, Malaysia, Thailand and Vietnam are allowing Chinese
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companies to dodge existing tariffs on modules from China.
Commerce could ultimately impose new duties on imports
from the four countries at a 50pc-250pc level, applying them
as far back as November 2021.
Commerce is slated to issue its preliminary decision by 29
August, and the ambiguity surrounding the potential outcome
has upended the supply chain, with suppliers reluctant to risk
retroactive duties.
As Commerce opened the investigation officially on 1 April,
ACP said its effect on quarterly volumes would likely appear
"later in the year." Before the inquiry, ACP predicted the US
would add 17,000MW of utility-scale solar in 2022 and almost
20,000MW in 2023, but now warns that factors such as limited
module availability are threatening to delay or cancel at least
65pc of predicted capacity additions.
By Patrick Zemanek
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Risk Management Data Services Expanded
Introducing Argus North American Natural Gas and
Electricity Implied Volatility Curves
Robust, independent market valuation tools to support investment
and trading decisions.
For more information on Argus implied volatility curves, please
contact us at moreinfo@argusmedia.com
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